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Review Answers

True or false
1. Stacey thinks speed is more important than care in hairdressing.

False

2. Stacey likes her employees to be up with the latest trends.

True

3. Wayne wants to open his own hairdressing business in the future.

False

4. Sam appeals more to Stacey’s younger clients.

False

5. Sam is more serious than Wayne.

True

6. Wayne is more popular with the customers than Sam.

True

7. Wayne never listens to instructions.

False

8. Sam is a very tidy worker.

True

You try

Answers may vary.

Rewrite the sentences below in a different way but with the same meaning.
1. Wayne cuts more quickly than Sam, but Sam cuts more carefully than Wayne.

Sam doesn’t cut as quickly as Wayne, but Wayne doesn’t cut as carefully as Sam.__________________
2. Wayne doesn’t dress as well as Sam.
Sam dresses better than Wayne does.
3. Wayne makes friends more easily than Sam.
Sam doesn't make friends as easily as Wayne does.
4. Wayne isn’t as tidy or reliable as Sam.
Sam is tidier and more reliable than Wayne.
5. Sam’s more serious when he’s working and isn’t as popular as Wayne.
Wayne is more popular than Sam, but less serious when he's working.
6. Sam speaks more politely than Wayne.
Wayne doesn't speak as politely as Sam does.
7. Sam isn’t as outgoing as Wayne, but he listens more attentively and follows instructions better.
Wayne is more outgoing than Sam, but he doesn't listen as attentively as Sam does or follow
instructions as well.
8. Sam dresses more stylishly than Wayne and cleans his workspace more thoroughly.
Wayne doesn't dress as stylishly as Sam and doesn't clean his workspace as thoroughly as
Sam does.
What do you think? Answers will vary.

Who do you think Stacey should hire? Why?
I think Stacy should hire Sam, because he has the ability to do the job well, but I also think
she will probably hire Wayne, because he is more charming.
How are your friends different from you? What can they do better than you? What can you do better than
them?
My best friend Gwen is a better singer than me, and she can dance better than me as well.
Gwen cannot write as well as I can however, and she can't draw as well as I can either.

What things do you want to improve about yourself? What should you do?
I want to swim faster. I should practice harder…_____________________________________________
I want to improve my grades, so I suppose I should study harder. I also want to get better at
basketball, and my coach tells me I should train with the team for three hours every day.
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